WHERE ARE THE MILLINIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS
BY MUKUNDANE B ALBERT
Stuck in poverty traps
Eaten up by hungry souls
Hidden the population explosion
Suffocated by malnutrition
Where are the MDGs?
Absorbed in the youth programs
Merged in food production
Graded in examinations tasks
Blocked by illiteracy pockets
Where are the MDGs?
Marginalized by gender conflicts
Slow down by the authorities
Reduced by traditional norms
Lowered by miss presentation poor women
Where are the MDGs?
Born in floods programmes
Empowering in single mothers
Threatened by child mortality
Gaining momentum by nutrition ingredients
Where are the MDGs?
Accommodated in health initiatives
Insured in caring agencies
 Injected contraception pills
Improving in maternal health centers
Where are the MDGS?
Persistent in the infection
Expanding in life saving antiretroviral
Marginalized by diseases
Treated in global health units
Where are the MDGs?
Hiding in climate change
Comfleged in environment
Sustained by the protocols and resolutions
Protected in the environment
Where are the MDGs
Joint ventured in the economic partnership
Valued in the dollars
Minute in the conference resolution
Managed and maintained by resolution
Where are the MDGs?
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WHERE ARE THE SAFE PRIORITIES ON NUTRITION IN AFRICA?

BY MUKUNDANE B ALBERT

Born of chaos of global hunger and disease
Exodus of survival is at the zenith
Stranded, stuck sighing for food
Scenes of malnutrition in silent valley
Hard road to travel and long way to go
Where are the safe priorities on nutrition in Africa?
Un welcome revealing on the theatre tables
Tortured on the death rows and misconceptions
Need for funding and guidance is yarning
Accounted with life spans
Centered amidst competition
Where are the safe priorities on nutrition in Africa?
Are they established by culture
Managed by private /public partnerships
Integrated into care programs
Decentralized units of locally available ingredients
Inherited norms and values of thy mother land
Where are the safe priorities on nutrition in Africa?
Oh innovative nutritionist seeing the rays of hope
Advocates of CAADP celebrating the growth levels
Conference resolutions being highlighted
Capacity building and training are progressing
Taking charge on priorities on nutrition in Africa
Rising ye people of the better world
Full of victory and food powered for next generation
Serving and supported by divine intervention
Protecting against forces of hungry nature and environment
Taking charge of nutrition and welfare
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WHERE IS THE FOOD BASKET?

By Mukundane B. Albert

Planted among farmers
Moving in cargo of transporters
Sinking in alcoholism turbulent lake
Defended in protection military camp
Hospitalized by the non governmental organizations
Where is the food basket?

Is at the alter
Sport kicked by sportsmen
Scrambled by the politicians
Centered amidst mob justice
Accounted with financial statements
Where is the food basket?

Is it established by public debates?
Inspected by the extension workers
Managed in serious investments
Search lighted by planned professionals
Launched by the big honorable
Where is the food basket?

Is hidden journalist records/equipments
Education centers of high learning
Mushrooming in business units on the global world
In no go area of slum or urban regions
In tribal granaries invested by weevil
Where is the food basket?

Modern supermarket of modern man
Decentralized units of common man
In fragmented blocks of investments
Inherited lands of royal empire
Marginalized in hidden territory
Where is the food basket?

Torn by the Scavengers
Rebuild by the vision leaders
Master minded by researcher units
Advertised by the sweet ingredients in it
Kept in Viable projects
Where is the food basket?

Designed by an Artist
Authorized by the forced of nature
Valued like a dollar
Memorized like a sleep
Protected like environment
Where is the food basket?
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CAADP WHERE IS YOUR LEGACY?

Planted among farmers

Moving in economic development

Sinking in poverty and hunger

Protected in equalization of wealth

Hospitalized in sustainable agencies

Where is your legacy?

Is it at the alter platform

Sport kicked by capacity builders

Scrambled by the policy makers

Centered amidst land management crisis

Accounted with financial statements

Where is your legacy?

Is it established by traditional norms?

Inspected by market vendors

Managed and maintained by serious organizations

Integrated in agricultural research

Launched by the stake holders

Where is your legacy?

In modern super tanks of food suppliers

In decentralized units of agricultural sectors

In fragmented programmers of investments
Inherited land environmental abuse
In marginalized hidden territories
Where is your legacy?
Is it hidden in agricultural reforms?
Education centers of comprehensive production
Mushrooming agricultural units of the global world
In information technology of the urban elite
In regional granaries of food security reserves
Where is your legacy?
Torn apart by competition
Rebuilt in visionary leaders agenda
Masterminded by the research units
Advertised by nutritional appetite
Kept by viable traditional norms/practices
Where is your legacy?
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